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About This Game

WHAT IS RED WAKE CARNAGE?

RED WAKE CARNAGE is a chaotic first person shooter that confronts heavily armed players with the most horrifying animals
that ever roamed the earth.
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THE SETTING

The world of Red Wake Carnage is filled with animals which have enough of humans careless behaviour and destroying our
planet.

That is why they decided to act and destroy humanity as we know it.

THE PLOT

The story starts when animals have united and started humanity wipeout, you are the only one capable and standing between us
and extinction.

FEATURES

Variety of animals to shoot and dice, ranging from hippos, rhinos, lions, up to crocodiles and zebras.

Multiple bosses to defeat with wide arsenal of weapons, ranging from ak47 to fireaxe
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Red Wake Carnage will take you on a ride that you will never forget and you will finally appraise the fact that your local store
has bleach on the shelves.
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Title: Red Wake Carnage
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Racing Bros
Publisher:
ANPA.US
Release Date: 31 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

English
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red wake carnage gameplay. red wake carnage crack fix. red wake carnage requisitos. red wake carnage

laughed my a-off, lol, would kill crocos again 10/10. Got to be one of the worst games on steam. SEEMS PRETTY cool
NOT............. This game reminds me of a combination of PUBG and ORION: Prelude. This game tasks you with the
challenging task of eliminating the challenging hordes of arguably overpowered enemies, ranhing from giant spiders, Which are
possibly the most terrifying thing I've ever seen, to Bears to hippos. They've got them all, and they all want you. One of the
major selling points of this game is it's thrilling multiplayer experiences. Up to three friends can join your struggle in the
multiplayer play. Bored of the PVE nature of the game? Turn it into a PVP! Kill all of your friends, and prove to them that you
are the best.

11/10 Would not recommend.. Achievement Spam. Alligators, zebras, penguins, wolves, eagles, hippos, owls, heck... even
bunnies and many other cute animals working TOGETHER to kill the player! Just aim everything that moves and go trigger-
happy on this bizarrely fun experience.. Achievement spam trash. Red Wake Garbage :v. confusing and poorly made. As a
achievement hunter I saw this game has tons of ez achievements and got it in a cheap bundle. Don’t be me.
Terrible game. Mainly because it is VERY repetitive. There is literally no choice but for u to farm your way through the game.
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Great little shoot'em'up. No learning curve. Slight progression. Just choose your character, pick up a weapon, and start shooting
the evil Animals.. You get what you paid for, 2.5K achievements at minimum price. If you’re an achievement hunter looking to
increase the number of achievements on your profile showcase, then I highly recommend buying this. Else don’t waste your
money. This is not a game, it’s just a way of distributing achievements.. Things you might ask yourself while playing this:
-Why are these animals attacking me? What made them furious?
-Why is there a penguin in the desert?
-Why do animals split in pieces like you've cut them perfectly?
-Why can I one hit kill a ♥♥♥♥ing bear or a puma but a rabbit can take 3-4 bullets?
-Why can't I headshot a giraffe, but only bodyshot.
-Why is the playermodel talking about having sexual intercourse with animals?

Questions over questions. Just stfu and play the game for the achievements. That's the only purpose.. Achievement simulator.
. Took me an hour and a half to kill 666 foxes in a survival mode type of gameplay to unlock all 666 achievements. There's 666
achievements because this game truly is HELL. The gameplay is terrible, probably created the environments in Microsoft Paint.
Only reason to get this game is for a mind-numbing 666 achievements if you're into that. NEVER pay full price for this
cancerous game, the $10 price tag is appalling. I grabbed it in a bundle for a few cents, and I'm satisfied. I don't recommend
unless you can get it for super cheap and care about achievements. Very similar to the publisher's other games. There's no nudity
btw, that tag is misleading. Just gore and mind numbing killing of foxes. WTF. Impressive that one manages to publish an FPS
without tension and incentive,
boring and tiring the Game is not funny and also not worth a cent.. this game is straight trash.. Yes, it's a garbage shooter and an
obnoxious achievement spammer all rolled into one over-priced package. But on the plus side, there's something truly cathartic
about blowing away a horde of murderous penguins.
Happy Feet is right.
Them toes better starts a tappin' when I starts a shootin'.

Items drop patch:
Hello All!

1. This patch adds common inventory items.

2. I am testing a bundle store for my games, where you will be able to find limited time offers with keys, if you would like to
take a look, just go to:

https://anpa.us/store/upload/

3. If you would like to request custom achievement, you can now do so through the store:

https://anpa.us/store/upload/index.php?route=product/product&product_id=54

Enjoy

ANPA.US. Slaughter House Mode Unlocked:
Hey All

I just released a patch unlocking Slaughter House without a need to go through Expedition mode. This is to address the issue
raised in the first review. Generally speaking game have two modes:

- Expedition mode - this is hunt or be hunted experience, where the enemy will try to sneak on you and run into wilderness as
soon as you notice his presence.

- Slaughter house - this is survival mode which is similar to Dinosaur Hunt game.

I hope this will improve the experience for players expecting more of a Dinosaur Hunt type of game.

Thank you for your purchase.
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ANPA.US

. Knights Hunt is now available for purchase!:
Hey Guys!

Just a quick shout out - Knights Hunt is available for purchase!

http://store.steampowered.com/app/724430/Knights_Hunt/

Thank you for your support and enjoy!

ANPA.US

. Update - Patch 2504310:
Hey All:

I just pushed an update addressing issues with controls in main menu

and fixing some other bugs which were reported in reviews and on the forum.

I hope this will improve your experience with the game.

Thank you for your support.

Cheers

ANPA.US. Blood Feed Giveaway:
Hey People!
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If you know someone who doesnt own Blood Feed, here is a little give away:

http://steamcommunity.com/groups/anpaus#announcements/detail/1656631602331845475

Cheers

ANPA.US. Contest with 150$ in prizes!:
Boring Saturday? Do not be troubled!

Lets do something together and lets give it a boost!

The best marketing slogan for Dinosaur Hunt can get up to 100$ worth of games as a gift from me

Post with details is  here 

Enjoy!

ANPAUS. Number of Achievements in Red Wake Carnage:
Hey All:

As It would be great to hear some feedback, I'd like to ask you some questions to adjust the achievements part of the game:

How many achievements you would like to see in this game?

1. 1K or more

2. 666

3. 100

4. 25

5. None

How difficult should it be to achieve them?

1. Very easy (like ANPA.US other games)

2. A bit more difficult
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3. Much more difficult

4. Grinding (1 kill = 1 achievement)

Thanks. Red Wake Carnage is out!:
Hey All:

Red Wake Carnage is available for purchase, if you are interested in requesting custom achievement to feature on your profile,
use this thread:

http://steamcommunity.com/app/656610/discussions/0/1474221865184642335/

I hope you will enjoy it!

Thank you for your support!

ANPA.US
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